Electrostatic couplings between chromophores in photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes, and interactions of pigments with the surrounding protein environment, produce a complicated energy landscape of delocalized excited states. The resultant electronic structure absorbs light and gives rise to energy transfer steps that direct the excitation toward a site of charge separation with near unity quantum efficiency. Knowledge of the transition energies of the uncoupled chromophores is required to describe how the wave functions of the individual pigments combine to form this manifold of delocalized excited states that effectively harvests light energy. In an investigation of the major light-harvesting complex of photosystem II (LHCII), we develop a method based on polarized 2D electronic spectroscopy to experimentally access the energies of the S 0 -S 1 transitions in the chromophore site basis. Rotating the linear polarization of the incident laser pulses reveals previously hidden off-diagonal features. We exploit the polarization dependence of energy transfer peaks to find the angles between the excited state transition dipole moments. We show that these angles provide a spectroscopic method to directly inform on the relationship between the delocalized excitons and the individual chlorophylls through the site energies of the uncoupled chromophores.
Electrostatic couplings between chromophores in photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes, and interactions of pigments with the surrounding protein environment, produce a complicated energy landscape of delocalized excited states. The resultant electronic structure absorbs light and gives rise to energy transfer steps that direct the excitation toward a site of charge separation with near unity quantum efficiency. Knowledge of the transition energies of the uncoupled chromophores is required to describe how the wave functions of the individual pigments combine to form this manifold of delocalized excited states that effectively harvests light energy. In an investigation of the major light-harvesting complex of photosystem II (LHCII), we develop a method based on polarized 2D electronic spectroscopy to experimentally access the energies of the S 0 -S 1 transitions in the chromophore site basis. Rotating the linear polarization of the incident laser pulses reveals previously hidden off-diagonal features. We exploit the polarization dependence of energy transfer peaks to find the angles between the excited state transition dipole moments. We show that these angles provide a spectroscopic method to directly inform on the relationship between the delocalized excitons and the individual chlorophylls through the site energies of the uncoupled chromophores.
delocalized excitons | excited state transition dipole moments | polarized 2D spectroscopy | ultrafast spectroscopy | multichromophoric complexes I n photosynthetic light harvesting, networks of pigment-protein complexes (PPC) absorb light energy and direct the excitation toward a central site where it initiates electron transfer. Under low light conditions, photosynthetic organisms complete energy transfer steps to reach the reaction center (the site of charge separation) with near unity quantum efficiency (1) . The sophisticated arrangement of hundreds of chlorophyll molecules into the PPCs that form the photosynthetic apparatus produces an efficient, directional, and controllable energy flow (2, 3) . Most absorption of sunlight occurs on arrays of a single type of PPC, the major light-harvesting complex of photosystem II (LHCII). LHCII both absorbs light and transfers the resultant excitation toward the reaction center. The nanostructuring of the chromophores within each PPC fixes the relative orientation of the individual chlorophylls and their position in a surrounding protein. The low energy density of sunlight requires the light-absorbing pigments to be densely packed, and electrostatic interactions between chromophores determine the electronic structure and dynamics.
Relating molecular structure to function through an accurate quantum dynamical theory (4, 5) requires the following inputs: (i) spatial structure; (ii) electronic structure, including both site energies of the (uncoupled) chromophores and electronic couplings between chlorophylls, which in turn depend on both spatial separation and orientation; and (iii) electron-nuclear coupling spectrum and dynamical timescales, including intramolecular and protein motions. Whereas the spatial structure of PPCs is often available from x-ray crystallography, the couplings and site energies are interrelated and are much more difficult to obtain because they depend on the interactions between the thousands of atoms contained in a PPC. The couplings can be estimated from the spatial structure, but the site energies have remained more elusive. Their values have been accessible only through theoretical models (6), indirectly through fitting simulations to spectroscopic data (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) or by comparing wild-type and mutated species (12) (13) (14) . The site energies depend on tuning of the local optical and electrochemical properties by the protein environment through effects such as electrostatic interactions with amino acid side chains, ligation of the central Mg of the chlorophyll, hydrogen bonding, conformation of the pigment, and the electric field originating from the dipole of the α-helix backbone (6) . Understanding the extent to which each chromophore contributes to each delocalized excited state, known as an exciton (15) , which requires the site energies, enables a description of how the arrangement of the pigments and proteins gives rise to the highly effective photosynthetic energy landscape. Greater variation in site energies produces greater variation in exciton energies, which yields increased spectral coverage, and a larger number of energetically distinct states to serve as intermediates in relaxation pathways.
An incisive way to obtain information on site energies is to exploit the ability to vary the polarizations of the four optical fields of a 2D electronic spectroscopic measurement. 2D spectroscopy is a technique that directly correlates absorption and emission frequencies as a function of a delay between absorption and emission events for all energies within the laser bandwidth (16, 17) . Spectra are plotted as a function of absorption and emission, and crosspeaks appear where the two frequencies are unequal, indicating energy transfer. Rotation of the linear polarization of the incident laser pulses highlights or suppresses cross-peaks to reveal offdiagonal features obscured by stronger peaks under all parallel polarizations (18, 19) . The polarization dependence of a cross-peak amplitude determines the angle between the transition dipole moments (etdm) of the excitonic states (20) , which in turn relates the excitonic states to the individual chromophores (15) . Here, we show the direction of etdms (which are linear combinations of those of the individual chromophores) enables an estimate of the original site energies of the uncoupled chromophores within a model of the molecular structure of a PPC.
We apply this method to LHCII, which binds >50% of the chlorophyll in green plants. Each monomer within the trimeric LHCII complex (21, 22 ) contains 14 chlorophylls in two spectral variants, 8 Chla and 6 Chlb (the model of the molecular structure and the linear absorption spectrum are shown in Fig. S2 ), giving 14 closely spaced energy levels with varied, but overlapping, spectral signatures. Using two polarization sequences, we reveal energy transfer features and determine the angle between donor and acceptor etdms, a value that adds an experimental test to refine the transition energies of individual chlorophylls in previous models. From the transition energies, we can determine the electronic structure within specific regions of the molecular structure and thus better resolve how pigment position and orientation yield efficient, directional energy flow.
Results
A 2D spectroscopic measurement requires four interactions with the light field, where switching the time ordering of the first two interactions generates rephasing and nonrephasing spectra (23) . Fig. 1 displays absolute value, nonrephasing spectra of the Q y region of the chlorophyll in LHCII under two different polarization sequences of the incident laser fields, with all-parallel (0, 0, 0, 0) on the left and "cross-peak-specific" (π/3, −π/3, 0, 0) on the right (10, 24) . Under the cross-peak-specific polarization, the signal along the diagonal corresponding to peaks in the linear absorption spectrum is removed and the relative amplitudes of off-diagonal features change (10, 18, 24 -15,500 cm −1 ). Peaks below the diagonal grow in due to relaxation because in nonrephasing spectra, offdiagonal features that appear with increasing delay time arise primarily from energy transfer (20) .
The greatest collective oscillator strength is in the Chla region where the eight Chla molecules per monomer produce overlapping energy transfer pathways. The Chla region is characterized by two separate diagonal peaks and a cross-peak showing relaxation between these two bands, which is indicated by the white arrow in Fig. 1A (ω τ = 14,900 cm −1 ; ω t = 14,775 cm
. At 60 fs, the spectra display an increased relative intensity of this midenergy Chla to low-energy Chla peak under the cross-peakspecific polarization sequence over that seen in the all-parallel spectrum.
The close spacing and broad linewidths of the 14 excitonic levels prevent many individual diagonal and off-diagonal peaks from being discernible (8) . Highlighted by white arrows in ; ω t = 15,176 cm −1 ) contains a peak showing energy transfer from Chlb to the intermediate region under the cross-peak-specific polarization, whereas only a shoulder of the Chlb to midenergy Chla peak appears under the all-parallel polarization. Fig. 2 contains vertical cuts from the 2D spectra along a single excitation energy to enable a clearer examination of the relative intensity at each emission energy and to show that these intensities change with both waiting time and polarization sequence. The coordinate for the cut is the approximate maximum of the cross-peak along the excitation axis (ω τ = 15,400 cm −1 ). Fig. 2 A and B shows the parallel and cross-peak-specific data, respectively. The region within the black, dashed rectangle clearly shows the different scaling under the two polarization conditions. Under the all-parallel polarization, the midenergy Chla band (ω t = 14,920 cm −1 ) appears as a broad peak with a higher energy tail in Fig. 2A . Under the cross-peak-specific polarization, the higher energy tail is isolated into a separate peak in Fig. 2B . Fig. 2C contains an expanded view under the cross-peak-specific polarization. By fitting the intensity across the ω t axis (shown as the dotted lines in Fig. 2C ) and taking the center of the Gaussian fit at all waiting times (which may be slightly red shifted by a contribution from the tail of the Chla peak), the emission energy, corresponding to the acceptor in this energy transfer step, was found to be at ω t = 15,176 ± 60 cm
The vertical cuts also reveal dynamics of the cross-peak by allowing clear comparison between waiting times. Because of the large number of energy levels in LHCII, this peak contains more complex dynamics than a monoexponential population and depletion and some amplitude from nearby features. Normalized vertical cuts of the polarized 2D spectra are plotted in Fig. 2D . The peak has clearly appeared by 100 fs, and at 1 ps the intermediate state reaches its highest relative amplitude, meaning that energy transfer into the intermediate state occurs on a subpicosecond timescale. At 5 ps, as seen in Fig. 2B , the cross-peak has similar relative amplitude, suggesting it is a long-lived intermediate state.
Discussion
2D spectra directly-and dynamically-resolve the absorption frequency-emission frequency correlation for all wavelengths within the bandwidth of the laser. Multiple Liouville pathways, corresponding to different processes within the molecular system (25) , can all give rise to interfering peaks at the same energetic coordinates, which is particularly likely in the complex systems typical of biological processes. The cross-peak-specific polarization sequence changes the relative amplitude of off-diagonal peaks, thus enabling enhancement of features obscured by overlapping peaks.
The linear polarizations of the laser pulses and the relative orientation of the etdms produce the following orientational factor, which scales the amplitude of each peak (18),
where i, j, k, and l are laser polarizations in the lab frame and α, β, γ, and δ are etdms in the molecular frame. For a given polarization sequence, the orientational factor depends only on the projection angle between the etdms of the excitons involved in a Liouville pathway (20) . The relationship between the orientational factor and the angle between donor and acceptor etdms for energy transfer (10, 25) under all-parallel and cross-peakspecific polarizations is shown in Fig. 3A . The all-parallel and cross-peak-specific sequences weight signals in an inverse manner and thus uncover complementary features. Transitions for which the projection angle between the two dipole moments is ∼90°have a maximum intensity under the cross-peak-specific polarization and a minimum under the allparallel polarization. A cross-peak enhanced under the crosspeak-specific polarization must correspond to an energy transfer process between etdms with a projection angle near 90°, because the prefactor is large enough to increase relative amplitude compared with other cross-peaks only within a fairly small range around this angle between etdms.
The cross-peak at ω τ = 15,400 cm −1 , ω t = 15,176 cm −1 arises from energy transfer into a long-lived intermediate state, a step most likely localized on the chlorophylls in green in Fig. 4 (Chlbs 605, 606, and 607, with numbering from the x-ray crystallography structure in ref. 21 ). The relative enhancement of this cross-peak indicates an angle between donor and acceptor etdms of ∼90°. The acceptor energy is in the intermediate region, between the Chla and Chlb peaks, and corresponds to the energy of exciton 9 (26) , suggesting the acceptor is the lowest energy Chlb exciton and making it an obvious intermediate in relaxation from Chlb to Chla. Previous fitting to experimental results (7, 8) found the lowest energy Chlb exciton predominantly originated from Chlb 605. Chlb 605 is coupled (J = 11.5 cm ) to two other Chlb molecules, Chlbs 606 and 607, which are likely donors in the subpicosecond energy transfer process observed here. Chlb 605 is weakly coupled to the Chla band, meaning the excitation remains on Chlb 605 for picoseconds as opposed to the femtosecond timescale of other energy transfer steps, and this behavior is seen here in the relatively constant amplitude of the cross-peak at 5 ps.
The excitation must reach the reaction center to initiate charge separation. This requires a net flux of energy out of LHCII to nearby complexes, which occurs via the excitation relaxing onto exit sites (low-energy chromophores on the external edge of the complex). The observed long-lived intermediate state, as well as a second long-lived intermediate state detected previously (8) , could facilitate unidirectional energy transfer from the complex. The energy gap seen in the data between the donor and the putative acceptor, Chlb 605 (∼300 cm −1 ), is >kT at room temperature (∼200 cm −1 ), which prevents thermal hopping between the two states. The weak coupling between the intermediate and lower energy states suppresses a long-lived superposition between chromophores, ensuring localization of the excitation onto the acceptor pigment.
The angle between donor and acceptor etdms can enable estimates of site energies. The excitonic structure, the spectroscopic observable, depends on the site-basis Hamiltonian and site-basis transition dipole moments (stdms). The off-diagonal terms of the site-basis Hamiltonian, which are the couplings between chromophores, can be estimated from electrostatic interactions calculated using the structure from x-ray crystallography (7, 27) . The stdms of the Q y transition can be extracted from the position and orientation of the chlorophylls (1). Although diagonal terms (site energies) of the site-basis Hamiltonian are not directly accessible, the angle between etdms depends on the site energies and therefore can inform on the site energies. The angle between etdms is a function of mixing angle (a function of site energy gap and electronic coupling) and stdms (15) . To illustrate the dependence of etdm direction on site energy, the angle between etdms vs. site-basis transition energy gap (with fixed elec- : (A) under all-parallel polarization with a box highlighting the region of the buried cross-peak, (B) under cross-peak-specific polarization with a box highlighting the revealed cross-peak, (C) zoomed in on the boxed region under cross-peak-specific polarization with fits of the slices plotted, and (D) normalized under cross-peak-specific polarization. tronic coupling and stdms) is plotted for a model dimer system in Fig. 3B . The analytical form is derived and presented in SI Text.
Where the coupling between two chromophores is greater than, or on the same order of magnitude as, the difference in their site energies (|ΔE| ≤ |J|), the angle between etdms is highly sensitive to the site-basis transition energy gap. Due to the steep slope where |ΔE| ≤ |J|, the angle between etdms measures the site energy gap within the dimer system. Even though both exciton energy and etdm direction depend on the site-basis Hamiltonian, etdm direction can be a much more sensitive probe of the site energies than the excitonic energy. Etdm direction depends nonlinearly on site-basis transition energies, whereas exciton energies mostly increase linearly with increasing site energy (shown analytically for a dimer in SI Text). When the site energy gap of the dimer model changes from ΔE = −100 cm −1 to ΔE = 0 cm −1 , the angle between etdms changes by ∼30°(and the scaling factor is almost halved). However, with this change in site energy gap, the exciton energy changes by <70 cm −1 , which is within the inhomogeneous linewidth of most photosynthetic PPCs. Variation in etdm direction manifests as a change in peak amplitude, which can be more visible than an energy shift in a broadened spectrum.
To use this method of determining site energies from the angle between etdms, the following are required: (i) a model of the molecular structure of the participating pigments, (ii) restrictions on site energies based on experimental results from genetic mutations and spectroscopic measurements, and (iii) an energy gap less than or approximately equal to the coupling (|ΔE| ≤ |J|). This analysis also requires 2D spectroscopy because multiple combinations of site energies can give rise to the same linear absorption spectrum. In 2D spectroscopy, cross-peaks must share excitation and emission energies and timescales to overlap spectroscopically. According to the assignments presented earlier, the energy transfer step that gives rise to the uncovered cross-peak potentially involves Chlbs 605, 606, and 607, which produce three excitonic states. The acceptor state, the exciton at 15,176 cm
, is most likely localized solely on Chlb 605. This is due to its lower energy, and thus larger energy gap (ΔE) relative to coupling (J) to the rest of the Chlb band, as well as the weak coupling and large energy gap with respect to the Chla band. The donor energy is in the middle of the Chlb band (∼15,400 cm −1 ), so one or both of the remaining two excitons could be the donor state(s). One of these possible donor states is mostly localized on Chlb 606, with a contribution from Chlb 607, and vice versa for the second potential donor. Whereas Chlb 606 is also strongly coupled to Chla 604, the energy gap imposed by the two spectral variants prevents a large mixing of the two wavefunctions.
The approach is limited to where etdm direction is sensitive to site energies (|ΔE| ≤ |J|), as shown in Fig. 3B . Because the acceptor state is at the low-energy edge of the Chlb band and essentially monomeric, we expect the Chlb 605 site energy to be lower than Chlbs 606 and 607 site energies by an amount greater than the coupling. Thus, the acceptor's etdm direction is mostly insensitive to site energies. The directions of the two potential donor etdms (produced by Chlbs 606 and 607) are sensitive to site energies, because Chlbs 606 and 607 can have a site energy gap on the same order as their coupling to each other. The dependence of etdm direction on coupling and site energy gap is illustrated in Fig. 4 A-C with the absence of coupling, in the presence of coupling (E Chlb606 = 15,680 cm −1 , E Chlb607 = 15,730 cm , J Chlb606-607 = 23.7 cm −1 ), respectively. The change in etdm direction introduced by a shift in site energy (Fig. 4 B and C) displays the impact of the site energies of Chlbs 606 and 607 on the direction of the donors' etdms and therefore on the angle between the donors' and acceptor's etdms for the cross-peak at ω τ =15,400 cm (21) . Using site-directed mutagenesis, the approximate energy of the exciton predominantly localized on Chlb 606 was determined to be ∼15,338 cm −1 (12) , which corresponds most closely to exciton 11 (26) , and the site energies are restricted to a range that maintains the energetic ordering. These limits are shown in red in Fig. 5A . The sharp turns in the red boundaries occur when the site energies of two coupled chromophores become degenerate, because a large increase in mixing angle drastically changes the energies of excitonic states. The angle between donor and acceptor etdms is indicated by a bimodal color scheme, with angles between 70°and 110°shown in yellow, reflecting the experimental precision in extracting angular information from a comparison of the spectra under the two polarization sequences. The angle between etdms of the second potential donor and the acceptor was found to be far from 90°for all physically reasonable values of the site energies of Chlbs 606 and 607 (Fig. S2 ). An ensemble of photosynthetic complexes has a Gaussian distribution of transition energies around a single value for each chromophore in the PPC (15) , which for LHCII is thought to have a width of 85 cm −1 (7) . Therefore, the site energies of the chromophores must have a Gaussian distribution around the value of the transition energy where a majority of etdm angles are ∼90°(a Gaussian distribution contains a majority of yellow). The region where all criteria are met (from site-directed mutagenesis, angle between etdms, and values within the distribution that are mostly close to 90°) is shown in a gray box in Fig. 5A . The site energy of Chlb 606 is potentially red shifted because its formyl group hydrogen bonds with water, as opposed to with the amide group from Gln as is the case for Chlb 607 (21) . However, competing molecular factors preclude facile determination of site energy shifts from the molecular structure as multiple interactions are likely to have similar magnitudes (6) . The values found here may provide a benchmark for results of sophisticated computational models. Chlbs 606 and 607 site energies result in excitonic states in the high-energy region of the Q y band, thereby contributing to spectral coverage and serving as initial sites in an energy transfer chain to the low-energy exit site. They neighbor Chlb 605, red shifted by its site energy, which serves to sequester the excitation from back transfer and also moves the excitation closer in energy to the Chla band (and exit site).
Whereas the relaxation step discussed above successfully characterized the site-basis transition energies of Chlbs 606 and 607 by exploiting the polarization-induced isolation of a cross-peak, the same polarization dependence can potentially dissect and describe a more congested region of the spectrum. The midenergy Chla to low-energy Chla cross-peak (shown in Fig. 1A ), despite interference from overlapping cross-peaks and the edges of diagonal peaks, shows an increase in relative intensity neither seen in other neardiagonal peaks nor seen in peaks from energy transfer into the same band of acceptor states. We therefore assume sufficient isolation for an analysis of the angle between etdms.
According to the model from ref. 8 , at 60 fs the cross-peak mostly contains contributions from relaxation between the two excitons delocalized over the dimer formed by Chlas 602 and 603. With increasing waiting time, the enhanced relative intensity of this peak diminishes from contributions by slower relaxation steps within the same spectral region. The relative enhancement again indicates a donor-acceptor projection angle of ∼90°. In this case, two additional constraints exist. Because transitions within 60 fs require a large mixing angle, meaning a large relative magnitude of electronic coupling to the site energy gap, the site energy gap must be small (28) . Second, the site-basis transition energies must produce a cross-peak at the energetic coordinates measured (ω τ = 14,900 cm ), disallowing high-or very low-frequency site energies. The angle between the etdms of the two excitons delocalized over the Chla 602/603 dimer is plotted vs. site-basis transition energies of the two uncoupled chlorophylls in Fig. 5B . The criteria required by experimental results are that site energies produce an angle close to 90°between etdms, energetic coordinates give rise to the crosspeak observed, and mostly ∼90°values are within a Gaussian distribution around the site energies as in the previous case. The region that matches these restrictions is 15,040-15,080 cm −1 for Chla 602 and 15,080-15,110 cm −1 for Chla 603 (highlighted by a gray box in Fig. 5B) . These values, which position the site energies of Chlas 602 and 603 in the red half of the Chla band, are potentially from the polar environment around Chla 602 (it is coordinated by a Glu that forms an ion bridge with an Arg) (22) , the alignment, and resultant van der Waals contact, between the π systems of Chla 603 and one of the luteins (22) , and the coordination of Chla 603 by a His, which introduces a red shift with its aromatic ring (21) . The excitons localized on these chromophores, because of red-shifted site energies, are within kT at room temperature of the low-energy excitons on the exit site. As a result, energy can transfer back and forth between the exit site and these states in vivo. The location of Chlas 602 and 603 on the inner side within trimeric LHCII could allow for transfer between LHCII monomers as linkers in a potential pathway to exit trimeric LHCII via energy transfer across a different monomer of the trimer.
Using a range of site energies can also play a role in determining etdm directions that maximize the efficacy of light harvesting. To collect incident light, LHCII must absorb photons that impinge from all directions and across as many wavelengths of the solar spectrum as possible. LHCII has an essentially isotropic stdm distribution (21, 22) . Total etdm direction is a conserved quantity and so is dictated by the directions of the stdms. Due to coupling across spectral regions, however, the direction of the etdms in each energy range is not conserved. The site-basis transition energies play an important role in determining etdm direction and could aid in producing an isotropic distribution within each spectral region. Table 1 illustrates this point for the Chla band. The collective oscillator strength for excitons 1-4 (the lower energy half of the Chla band) and for excitons 5-8 (the upper energy half of the Chla band) are calculated in the x, y, and z directions for the case of (a) heterogeneous site energies (taken from the working Hamiltonian) and (b) homogeneous site energies (taken to be 15,165 cm −1 , the median of the Chla band), where variation in exciton energy arises solely from splitting due to coupling. For each Cartesian component, the SD of the total transition dipole strength in both halves of the Chla band is calculated. The average value of the SD in x, y, and z is 0.33 for the heterogeneous case and 0.84 for the homogeneous case. Therefore, oscillator strength in each direction is more evenly distributed across wavelength as a result of the variation in site energies. Within this model, the site energies serve to optimize Total dipole moment in each Cartesian direction is shown for Chla band excitons split into lower and higher energy halves, using heterogeneous site energies from the model and using homogeneous site energies of 15,165 cm −1 , which produce an average SD of 0.33 and 0.84 between the two halves, respectively.
both excited state energies (by increased spectral coverage) and directions (by isotropic transition dipole strength at each energy).
Conclusion
We have shown the use of polarization sequences in 2D spectroscopy separates obscured peaks and provides an incisive tool to experimentally refine site-basis transition energies. We demonstrate the utility of these techniques on LHCII, the most important light harvester in green plants. LHCII contains a large number of pigments with overlapping transitions and so requires the additional information from polarized 2D spectroscopy to disentangle its dynamics and electronic structure. The cross-peakspecific polarization sequence enhances buried peaks in crowded off-diagonal regions, and this enhancement measures relative directions of etdms of coupled transitions. Once related to individual pigments, the angle between etdms can experimentally access site-basis transition energies. Knowledge of site energies, tuned by the protein environment surrounding each chromophore, is required to map how individual pigments contribute to the excitonic structure and how the excitonic structure produces efficient energy flow. Overall, variation in these values for the chlorophyll within a PPC both increases spectral coverage to absorb across more of the solar spectrum using a single type of lightharvesting molecule and also tunes the direction of etdms at all resonant energies to absorb across a more isotropic distribution of incident light polarization, which aids photosynthetic organisms in using incoherent sunlight. In future experiments, polarization sequences could iteratively maximize each cross-peak to determine dynamics of an energy transfer step and the angle between donor and acceptor etdms. Through energy transfer steps in which each chromophore is involved, the site energy of each uncoupled pigment could be found. Additionally, this approach, in which decongestion enables access to molecular information, could be extended to extricate peaks from within spectra of even larger, more complex systems such as Photosystem I or the Photosystem II supercomplex.
Experimental Procedures
Trimeric LHCII isolated from Arabidopsis thaliana as described previously (29) was dissolved in 50 mM Hepes buffer (pH 7.6) with 0.03% n-dodecyl α-Dmaltoside, mixed with glycerol at 30:70 (vol/vol), placed in a 200-μm quartz cell, and cooled to 77 K. An OD of 0.13 was measured at 670 nm. Details of the experiment have been described in detail elsewhere (30) . In brief, a home-built amplified Ti:Sa laser system pumped a home-built NOPA to produce 80-nm bandwidth pulses centered at 650 nm and compressed to a duration of 22 fs (8) . Four beams (three beams with 6 nJ per pulse and a local oscillator attenuated by four orders of magnitude) were focused to a spot size of 100 μm.
The 2D apparatus is a diffractive optic-based design in which four beams in a box geometry are generated by a beam splitter, followed by a transmissive grating optimized for the ±1 orders (30, 31) . Each spectrum is constructed by scanning the delay between pulses 1 and 2, known as the coherence time (τ), by the movement of paired glass wedges. The waiting time (T), or the period over which the monitored dynamics occur, is the delay between pulses 2 and 3 and is set by a retroflector delay stage. The signal emitted in the phasematched direction, k s = −k 1 + k 2 + k 3 , collinear with the local oscillator, is heterodyne detected using a spectrometer and a charge-coupled device camera to form the emission axis. Achromatic, 1/2-wave retarders inserted into beams 1, 2, and 3 control the linear polarization (10) . The coherence time was scanned from −566.5 fs to 566.5 fs for the all-parallel data, (0, 0, 0, 0), and from −451 fs to 451 fs for the cross-peak specific data, (π/3, − π/3, 0, 0), where negative time points denote the arrival of pulse 2 before pulse 1, which are the nonrephasing spectra (23) . For each waiting time, a Fourier transform over the coherence time axis generates the excitation axis.
